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Document FA

Extract from 1:4,000 Orthophoto Map [U3697-3] of Bateau Bay.
Aerial Photography dated 23 September 1985
Mary Collings ran the establishment from January 1, 1935 until November 30, 1955 and Gaston Charles de Renaudes operated Bateau Bay Lodge from December 1, 1955 until sometime in 1982.

One of the main early accesses to Elonara was by flying fox, it is remembered by several people as one of the unique features of the lodge.

After a successful aboriginal claim, Bateau Bay Lodge as it was known in the end, was demolished.

**Elsiemere Boarding Establishment**

Was located facing Pacific Street, it ran right through to Elsiemere Street, Long Jetty and was one block back from The Entrance Road.

Elsiemere was the first guest house to be established in Long Jetty.

Alfred Watkins built Elsiemere and operated it with his wife Eliza Marian in C.1913.

The guest house was named after their daughter Elsie Muriel. Later it was sold to Jack Gleeson (former lessee of Dunleith Guest House) who was the father of Violet...
Entrance Baths circa early 1900’s.
Source: Stinson Vol 4, page 84

5 December 2009 : The Entrance Baths
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Document FG

Cabbage Tree Harbour circa 1920’s.
Source: Extract from Stinson Vol 5, pp 121

5 December 2007 : Cabbage Tree Harbour
Cabbage Tree Harbour circa 1920's.
Source: Extract from Stinson Vol 4, pp 123

12 February 2010 : Cabbage Tree Harbour
This inset map of 1844 shows Henderson's station at Noraville, detailing the position of his huts which, most probably, were to the north of the site of the Hargraves home.

This survey map of 1867 shows the location of the Hargraves homestead, the stockyard, the vineyard, the cultivation paddock, etc. Traced by Rowena Vincent of Wyong Shire Council, dated 28th April, 1982.